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Resource Sharing : An International Perspective
H.K. Kaul

The practice of resource sharing
that was mostly confined to the libraries
within a city or town is beginning to
expand its horizon as communication
technology has opened up for us new
channels of communication. As more
and more data and publications are
becoming available the world over, no
library can afford to house every
necessary document in the area of its
interest. The resources available in a
city or a country on a given subject are
far too less than what should be
available. On one side modern
publishing technology has increased
the number and types of published
documents, thus making accessing of
documents difficult day by day, and on
the othe/, the information technology is
coming to the rescue of information
specialists and librarians thus
incorporating techniques that help in
making such resources available to the
users.

The second International
Conference on Interlending and
Document Supply held in November
1990 in London discussed various
issues involved with the actual inter-
lending and document supply problems
at the international level. It highlighted
several barriers that impede resource
sharing.
a) Financial Barriers

Though resource sharing eventually
results in the sharing of funds, it needs
finances for setting up of document

supply centres, automation of libraries,
establishment of networks, creation of
databases, use of telecommunication
facilities etc. A modern picture of resource
sharing is incomplete without the effective
use of technology and in order to let the
libraries get modernised, use technology,
financial resources that are scarce in
developing countries, need to be made
available for such purposes. In India
National Informatics Centre, NISSAT and
DOE are the major national agencies that
in one way or other, are contributing to the
modernization of libraries, but the
resources with them are so scarce that
high level modernization of even important
libraries in India is taking decades.
Neverthless, DELNET'sefforts in resource
sharing have proved useful as it has been
adopting a low cost strategy both for the
network as well as for the modernisation
of the libraries where each library pays for
its modernisation.
b) Interlending Costing

There is a need in each country to
evaluate the finances needed for
promoting inter-lending between the
libraries. We should know, how much is
actually spent on interlending within the
country by the libraries. Such a costing,
which is done in Britain, would reassure
the funding agencies and the government
departments in developing countries about
the ultimate benefits of inter-lending vis-
a-vis expenses incurred. It would also
help in determining the amount of charge
to be levied on users on photocopying

Union List of Current Serials in
Delhi Libraries

Humanities
812

DELNET has created a Union List of
Current Serials Available in Delhi Libraries
with the support of NISSAT and with the
active cooperation of Jawaharlal Nehru
University Library. This database is
available online to DELNET users. It covers
serials on all subjects. It is also available
as hard copy at DELNET for photocopying.
Floppies can also be made on payment.

and document delivery services.
The social paradigm at this stage is

that institutions pay for information and
the user does not. This paradigm may
change soon and be replaced by
resources pools where users pay for
accessto information. Chargingfor inter-
library lending is reasonable. It has
even been followed in Russia where the
Russian Public Library for Science and
Technology has introduced reasonable
charges for some classes of libraries,
especially those of non-profit
organisations financed by the State.
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c) Copyright Regulations

Increasing use of fax and
photocopying facilities are subject to
local copyright restrictions. These
restrictions act as barriers in the free
flow of information. There is a need to
see to it that the payment of copyright
fee, wherever necessary is made in a
way without affecting the reproduction
of documents. Also, increased flow of
data or text files from one country to
another not only need to grow further
but issues connected with the security
of data and violation of copyright remain
to be solved satisfactorily. These are
international issues and need to be
resolved.

Also, adherence to copyright rules
in an international perspective becomes
meaningful in a State that upholds its
provision if it is backed by a strong
implementing agency. In India we have
lately begun to notice that violators of
copyright, especially of films and video
cassettes, are punished. We have to
see that infringement of copyright of text
and data files and published documents

are taken up by the Copyright Board or
other appropriate authorities for
punishment.

d) The Resources

The types of materials that are needed
for resource sharing can be viewed both
from the national as well as from the
international perspectives. An inter-library
loan network in the western New York
shows that individual libraries participate
more for periodicals than for book
materials and academic libraries
contribute to the highest percentage of
participation in inter-library lending. In
DELNET Inter-library lending is used
equally for books and periodical articles.

As a resource, grey literature is very
important but, it neither gets documented
in databases nor listed as a network
resource. There is a need to select, classify
and document grey literature on an
international scale for it contains latest
information inputs. So far as articles in
periodicals are concerned they are
included in specialised databases and
can be accessed.

Union catalogues of books help
mostly in sharing them at local, national,
regional levels. We find these union
catalogues are made available online in
USA and Europe either against fee or
free of charge.

Another resource that gets
exchanged on the international level is
the information on specialists and
librarians. This resource is equally
important since the expertise is needed
in guiding the users through the world f>f
databases and for knowing how access
could be made without spending more
search time online.

e) Databases and Networks

National databases, subject
databases, union catalogues, network
resources etc. are important resources
without which access to necessary and •
sufficient number of documents on a j
given subject is very difficult.

In order to develop a national
database and promote resource sharing
on a national scale, India might gain
from the experiences in Australia.

A SAMPLE OF INCOMING E-MAIL TRAFFIC
(SEPTEMBER 10-16,1995)

A SAMPLE OF OUTCOMING E-MAIL TRAFFIC
(SEPTEMBER 10-16,1995)
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Electronic Mail/INTERNET

DELNET provides RENNIC and
ERNET E-mail to its members. The
libraries have also access to INTERNET
E-mail. As a result, DELNET E-mail
reaches the libraries, institutions and
individuals in India having RENNIC and
ERNET connections and to those in the
rest of the world with INTERNET
connection. At present 53 libraries in
Delhi and outside Delhi are using
DELNET's E-mail facilities.
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Resource sharing which includes
interlending, sharing of bibliographic
information, shared storage facilities
and reciprocal borrowing schemes is
being achieved through distributed
national collection in Australia.

An interesting example of resource
sharing in developing countries is in 14
Caribbean countries. In this network
called University of the West Indies
(UWI) in Jamaica, sharing takes place
though the UWI Library which maintains
cooperative databases especially in
agriculture, energy and health.

We also note that specialised
networks in various subject fields have
a major role to play. For instance
Business Information Network (BIN) in
U K is growing as a national resource
for the users in U K and outside. BIN is
also acting as the Business Information
Panel of the U K Library and Information
Cooperation Council (LICC) in order to
play both national and international roles
in the field.

In the five Nordic countries S R Net
project started in 1991 promotes
communication between Nordic
countries. It is based on the Protocol
Search and Retrieval System.

An interesting example of how
Internet can be used for access to
catalogues and for resource sharing on
a global scale is the basis of research
being undertaken by the Centre for
Research Libraries, Chicago. This
system which will have an OPAC
module, an acquisition module and a
serials checking module will provide
access to its bibliographical files to
librarians and individualsthroughoutthe
world through Internet. There are many
such efforts being made globally. But,
there is a need to cooperate on the
international level for resource sharing,
of course through Internet.

f) Technology and Standards

We all agree that adherence to
standards, both bibliographic and
telecommunication, are essential for the
free flow of bibliographic and full text
databases. I do not want to go into the
historic past where during the last three
decades much efforts have been made in
this direction. The application of modern
technology for resource sharing is well
established. The use of Inter library loan
protocols is getting more and more
common for resource sharing in
computerised library environments. The
inter library lending protocols have to be
operational on online library networks
where libraries use different computers,
softwares and communication services.

Electronic Document Interchange
(EDI) is becoming an important
international mode of exchanging full text
databases. The Group of Electronic
Document Interchange (GEDI) was
established in 1990 and by now EDI is
progressing well mostly in Europe and
America. GEDI is introducing standards
for EDI and there is a need to make the
standards international, though it
incorporates at present ISO Open
Standards so that in future the interchange
of documents between libraries and library
networks and other users of EDI becomes
easy.

g) Document Delivery Centres

National document delivery centres
will slowly emerge as international centres
once their products and services conform
to international standards. The trend is
first pressurising the centres to provide
their products and services to the users
and libraries in foreign countries.

There hasto be arrangements where
multitype library consortia could be linked
nationally and internationally. Many of
them are now operational, like Panhandle

SPECIALIST DATABASE
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A database on Indian Specialists
has been made availabe on-line to
the users. This database contains
details of specialists who excell in
various disciplines such as Science
and Technology, Social Science, et.
At present details of 1000 specialists
are in the database and it is likely to
grow into a major biographical
resource on Indian specialists.

Library Access Network, Inc (PLAN)
which serves 17 centres in Florida,
USA.

The use of cooperative centralised
computerised cataloguing is necessary
in developing countries. And, with the
help of CD-ROMs the union catalogues
can be effectively distributed for resource
sharing purpose. An important example
of this is its use by Ontario Library
Consortium and Metro-Toronto
Regional Library. The use of Community
Resource Centres especially in rural
areas has a great relevance in
developing countries. Once the public
library networks get developed, the
benefits could reach the needy users in
the countries. •
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DELNET AGENDA FOR RESOURCE SHARING
It was decided in the DELNET meeting

on resource sharing held on August 29,
1995 that a sub-committee be constituted
forpreparing DELNETagendafor resource
sharing. Mr. S.M. Dhawan, Scientist-in-
Charge, NPL Library was nominated as the
chairman of this committee with the proviso
that he maycoopttwo or more members to
this committee if so required.

Subsequently Mr. Dhawan coopted
Mr. Chhotey Lai, Librarian, IARI Library,
Dr. JagdishArora, DyLibrarian, I.I. T. Library,
Mr J.P. Singh; Scientist-in-Charge, DSL
Library, DESIDOC, and Mr. Subhash
Deshmukh, Manager, C-DOT Library as
members to this sub-committee.

This report is the outcome of collective
efforts made by all members of the sub-
committee. It should be noted that the
canvas for painting agenda for resource
sharing is very wide and big. Therefore the
committee decided to incorporate in the
agenda only such programmes as having
strong potential to accelerate the pace of
progress in resource sharing, as well as
have the potential to meet the expectations
of DELNET usercommunity. While deciding
in favour of such programmes the
committee did take into consideration their
technical, structural, and financial feasibility.

1 . Approach to Resource Sharing

(i) Resource sharing is best effective
where literature involved is journal-
based. Therefore priority in resource
sharing must go to journals.

(ii) Provision of support services is
important to sustain the development of
resource sharing programmes as well as
their operations. In a cooperative venture
management and operations of such
services is most effective if organised on
contract basis unless it is feasible to
organise them in collaboration with
member libraries.

(iii) Active participation of member
libraries is the key to success in resource
sharing. The objective may be achieved
through careful planning and organisation
of network programmes and services.

2. Resource Sharing Modes
It has been seen that operations for

sharing of resources between member-
libraries are normally conducted on
following modes:
(i) Document supply to user libraries/

end users
(ii) Provision of material through Inter-

Library Loan
(iii) Remote access
(iv) Physical access
(v) On-site use of collections by visiting

scholars
The intent in the first four modes is to

move the information to the user/end
users. And in the last mode it is to provide
opportunities to users so they could come
closer to documents. DELNET may
considerthemforadoption in consultation
with its member libraries.

3. Resource Sharing Programmes
DELNET may focus its efforts on

the following programmes in order to
spearhead its activities on sharing of
resources.

— Union Catalogues for Access—
Organisation of Resources —
Enhancing Connectively —
Infrastructural Support to Network
Operations—Optimization of Network
Facilities.
3.1 Union Catalogues for Access

(i) It is recognised that union
catalogue is an important tool for
document identification and location.
DELNET must therefore enrich its
central node with information resources
such as union catalogues, directories in
as large number as possible. The
following is the list of union catalogues
which must eventually become
accessible on DELNET.

- Union catalogue of monograph
holdings - Union catalogue of journal
holdings - Union catalogue of text and
bibliographic databases in electronic
mode - Union list of duplicate issues of
journals.

(ii) In their creation it must accord
priority to materials such as current
journals, abstracting databases, patent
databases, reference publications.

(iii) The Committee notes with
satisfaction that its project on union
catalogue of books is progressing on

DELNET Libraries - Subject-wise Types of DELNET Libraries

DELNET MEMBERS

DELNET has 53 libraries as its
institutional members both in Delhi
as well as outside Delhi and far off
places like Bhopal, Pondicherry,
Shimla etc. and its membership is
progressively growing. It is
expected that 100 institutional
libraries would be using its facilities
during 1996-97.

Institutional

Public Un 3

College 2

University 3

Public 1
Diplomatic 3

Govt. Dept. 7
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expected lines. The Committee also
notes with satisfaction that its project
on union list of journals has since been
completed. However it will be better if
the scope of this catalogue be widened
so that it incorporates holdings
information as well.

(iv) DELNET network communi-
cation is primarily based upon PSTN
system and as such it is not always
reliable. Establishing E-mail linkages
with the central node is not always an
encouraging experience. Alternative
means must be explored to promote
access. In so far as union catalogues
are concerned DELNET may consider
the possibility of producing union
catalogue of serials, segmented
discipline wise, and distributing it to
member libraries on the floppy medium.

(v) Wherever it is feasible DELNET
should try to contract out the work
pertaining to creation of union
catalogues. Such a strategy is
considered effective in the expeditious
execution of work, maintaining
uniformity in data storage and
representation as per specified
standards. Updating union catalogue at
regular intervals is an equally important
requirement. This may be got done by
enlisting cooperation of member
libraries. However this would require
the provision of suitable interfaces in
the union catalogue software for
updating data from remote locations.

(vi) Profiles of all member libraries
be made available on the DELNET
central node. Such a directory must list
information in respect of all member
libraries covering important aspects
such as theircore areas of specialisation
in collection development, database
holdings, electronic journals, library
automation developments, network
access facilities, library services, library
facilities, library budget, staffing
information, special features of the
library, service charges, membership
charges, etc. Suitable interfaces in the
software will have to be provided to
permit concerned member libraries to
update data from remote locations.

3.2 Organisation of Resources
(i) Organisation of collection andother

information resources of member libraries
has been recognised as an important
activity for (a) improving availability
dimension of library materials especially
the journals, (b) achieving economy of
operations. DELNET may therefore
continue to pursue and support this
programme on the following lines.

— Rationalisation of periodicals.
— Coordinated collection develop-

ment around core areas of specialisation
of member libraries.

— DELNET may maintain complete
information of all such journals as are
being discontinued, or journals on the
desiderata list. It may coordinate with
other networks for availability of such
journals.

, (ii) The Committee noted with
satisfaction that as a result of
rationalisation of periodicals DELNET had
been able to discontinue foreign journals,
duplicating in member libraries, and save
thereby foreign exchange worth nearly
Rs. Ten million.

(iii) Member libraries who agree to
discontinue journals as a result of
rationalisation must be provided with
facilities and services to enable them to
access information from such journalsfor
meeting their current as well as
retrospective information needs. In this
regard it is proposed that DELNET should
offer current contents service, only in
respect of discontinued journals, in
cooperation with the holdings libraries for
meeting current requirements. Such a
service should be made available online.
To manage data capture and entry
operations DELNET may consider
contracting out this job to an agency
having experience in the line. For their
document supply requirements the user
libraries, which discontinued journals,
should approach directly the holdings
library.

(iv) DELNET should consider the
feasibility of introducing a 'DELNET Library
Card' which may entitle its holder to
privileges such as library consultation,
borrowing facility. The terms and

conditions for such a card must be in
conformity with the conditions which
member libraries have specified for
membership/service to external users.
Such a facility would definitely provide
end-users from member libraries an
effective system of making on-site use
of DELNET libraries.
3.3 Enhancing Connectivity

(i) At present many DELNET
libraries such as at the NPL, DESIDOC,
IIT.AIIMS.C-DOT, IARI have emerged
as strong resource centres and are
capable of offering CD based
information retrieval services, document
delivery, reference and referral services,
access to full text journals. For sharing
and using their resources it is important
that such libraries should also become
accessible on the network. But the
DELNET communication topology does
not so permit. Its star topology will have
to be amended suitably to meet such
requirements.

(ii) The networktopology should be
so modified so that it could also permit
the performance of following functions:

— Shared cataloguing online
— Combined accessions list
—Online updating of records in the

union catalogues
(iii) DELNET should explore all

opportunities for providing INTERNET
access to member libraries on
concessional rates.

(iv) It is noted with satisfaction that
DELNET is arranging to establish
linkages with BLAISE-LINE forproviding
access to their databases at
concessional rates. DELNET may
continue advancing on these lines. It
may explore possibilities of establishing
linkages with all city-based networks in
the country, important resource libraries
in the country providing E-mail, log-on,
and FTP facilities.

(v) DELNET should eventually
move away from paper based document
delivery to electronic document delivery.
To encourage such a development it
may set up a demonstration cum test
facility for exchange of documents
between the libraries electronically at
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two or three sites. Not only such action
oriented programmes will improve
document delivery services but help
generate user confidence in DELNET
system as well. We must win end users'
confidence for our survival.

(vi) Libraries may be encouraged
to set up FAX facilities for express
document delivery between the member
libraries. To encourage computer to
computerfax communication on PSTN
lines the libraries may even consider
installing fax modem cards on their
computing systems.
3.4 Infrastructural Support to

Network Operations
DELNET at present offers courier

support for document delivery. Despite
having such a provision libraries are
unable to meet their resource sharing
requirements. Lack of motivation on
the part of operational staff, or insufficient
manpower support are being attributed
by member libraries as some of the
reasons, ailing the service. In order to
make resource sharing services
effective it is proposed as follows:

(i) All work pertaining to resource
sharing operations such as document
identification, document location,
document transfer, information retrieval
and documentation services, etc. be
contracted out to an agency having
experience in the line. Special rates be
arrived at for meeting express and
urgent requirements. Alternatively
DELNET should undertake to monitor,
control, execute these operations by
raising necessary infrastructure at its
centre.

(ii) Nothing should be exchanged
free of charge between the libraries.
Resource libraries may charge for
services at their specified rates.

(iii) DELNET may revise its
subscription rates from Rs 5000 to Rs
7000 per annum. The additional money
so raised may be applied to meet
expenses for such additional
commitments as have been outlined in
these paras.

(iv) Delay in the payment of service

charges is being held as another reason
for little progress in resource sharing. To
overcome this barrier DELNET may
introduce a system of paymentforservices
and facilities through coupons. Their
denominations may be decided in
consultation with member-libraries.
DELNET may issue coupons worth Rs
1000 every year to its members against
theirmembership subscription. Additional
coupons may be sold but against additional
payment. At the end of the subscription
year DELNET redeem coupons which
member libraries have collected for
providing services. Surplus and unutilized
coupons may not be redeemed. Such an
accounting system will help libraries to (a)
settle payments on time, (b) avoid
mundane work of keeping accounts and
(c) act as a catalytic agent in promoting
resource sharing.
3.5 Optimization of Facilities

To stimulate the growth in the use of
DELNET services such as E-mail it may
consider introducing the following
services:

(i) Open discussion forum on E-mail.
It should entertain reference queries,
report new developments in the profession,
interesting articles, etc. Any member
library interested in the subject should be
free to answer the queries or report any
important information or development. To
make such a system DELNET should
nominate every month two to three experts
from member libraries, representing major
subject areas covered by DELNET
member libraries. They would respond to
queries and also act in a manner so that
the forum becomes responsive. At the
end of the calendar month the questions
raised on the forum may be summarised.
If any worthwhile issues are emerging
these may be taken up for discussion in
the DELNET meetings.

(ii) Bulletin Board Service. New
additions to the library be reported on this
service by all libraries generating machine-
readable cataloging records.

(iii) Information about best sellers in
the market be also put up online in
cooperation with vendors in the trade.

BASISplus
and

TECHLIBplus
NIC is the value added reseller

in India of BASISplus, BASIS Desk-
top, TECHLIBplus and BASIS WEB
server software products from In-
formal Dimensions Inc., USA.

BASISplus combines the most
comprehensive concept retrieval ca-
pabilities available with the full pow-
er of an extended relational data-
base management engine. It is a
Client-Server relational database
system (RDBMS)fortext and mixed
object documents that adheres to
fundamental principles of open sys-
tems including interoperability, port-
ability and scalability.

TECHLIBplus is a comprehen-
sive library automation package over
BASISplus, world leading Document
DBMS and Text Retrieval system.
It also provides direct access to
information in Current Contents.
OPAC Module is also available in
Windows and supports Z39.50 con-
nectivity to facilitate access of other
databases.

DELNET is using BASISplus
and TECHLIBplus software prod-
ucts for automating library, creation
of UNION catalogues, Books and
Serial databases, Multilingual data-
bases, Specialist databases etc.
The information from above data-
bases can be searched using
DELNET online service.

For details on the
softwares write to:

R K Goyal
Basis Plus Division

National Informatics Centre
A Block, CGO Complex,

Lodhi Road
New Delhi- 110003

email : goyal@basis.nic.in
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Union Catalogues and Resource Sharing in Canada
Carrol D. Lunau

National
Newfoundland

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick
Quebec

Ontario

Manitoba
Saskatchewan

Alberta

"Union catalogues form the
cornerstone of resource sharing among
libraries in Canada. They provide
information on materials in the collections
of Canadian libraries, andthese collections
together form the basis for a national
resource-sharing collection. Without this
bibliographic, location and holdings
information it would be impossible to meet
equitably the information needsof
Canadians.

During the past 45 years the
number of Canadian union
catalogues and specialized lists
has increased significantly. Th ree
of the earliest catalogues, all of
which stillexist,werein Nova Scotia,
Saskatchewan andthe Canadian
Bibliographic Centre in Ottawa.
Over the years, card files and
printed lists have been replaced
by online databases, microforms
and CD-ROMs, although cards British Columbia
and printed lists still exist. Yukon

The Canadian Inventory of
ResourceShar/nglistsatotalof56 N o r t n w e s t ' e r r -
union catalogues or lists, as shown:

Amongst these are 17 general union
catalogues, including both monographs
and serials, as well as 16 union lists of
serials. The most comprehensive serials
union list is Romulus, a CD-ROM product
of the National Library and the Canada
Institute for Scientific and Technical
Information (CISTI). Others contain the
holdings of special groups such as law or
medical libraries, or representthe holdings
of a specific region. Four catalogues list
materials in alternative formats for the
print-handicapped, and two listaudiovisual
materials and newspapers. There are also
individual union catalogues for artists, fire
insurance plans, microform masters,
translations, maps, training, multilingual
collections, and archives collections.

This number and diversity of
catalogues has served Canadian libraries
well in the past. A1992 study indicated that

over 80 percent of requests for loans and
photocopies were filled within Canada. This
high level of national self-sufficiency meets
the guidelines of the Universal Availability of
Publications Programmeof the International
Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA). Nonetheless, Canadian
librarians continue to cite difficulties in
identifying location information as an area

are currently reporting serials.

The ISM database contains
approximately 60 000 000 records but it is
not possible to estimate how many are
unique records with holdings. There are
currently 153 contributorsto this database.

Libraries and individual clients will
continue to require access to information
about which institutions hold which items.

Geographic Distribution of Union Catalogues

?

where improvement is required. The need to
streamline interiibrary loan (ILL) operations
to meet steady client demand means that
many librarians would rather search one
large database, ideally with a requesting
module included, than search many files to
find a location.

Thetwolargestunioncataloguesarethe
AMICUS database of the National Library of
Canada and the RefCatss database of ISM
Library Information Services. AMICUS, as of
January 1995, contained:

5343231 records with holdings;

15775493 holdings, oran averageof 2.9
holdings per record;

824 902 records with five or more
holdings; and

325651 recordswithiOormoreholdings.

This represents the holdings of more
than 400 Canadian libraries, of whom 145
are currently reporting monographs and 278

However, recent technological
advances are opening up new
opportunities for libraries to
provide service to theirclients. As
well, electronic documents are
becoming more prevalent.
Electronic document registries
and locator systems could be
viewed as the next generation of
the union catalogue: they are tools
that identify and point to
information, which is the ultimate
purpose and function of a union
catalogue.

The union catalogue of the
future will be multifaceted. It could

contain online bibliographicdatabases, CD-
ROM databases, major individual library
catalogues, directories and electronic
document locators. These various
resources will have to be generally
accessible via the Internet. Standards to
provide a common search interface, such
asZ39.50, must be implemented bylibrary
systems and the various union catalogue
modes. This transition from the current
reliance on a few central files to a
multifaceted distributed union catalogue
will be a long-term process; however, the
technology is becoming available now,
and libraries must begin to discuss the
many policy, procedural, technical and
service issues that need to be resolved in
this changing environment.

Courtesy:

*National and International Programmes,
National Library News, National Library
Ottawa
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R. No. 59488/94 talk

GIST for Databases in Indian Languages
Mr. Mohan Tambe, Executive

Director, Language Technology
Mission at the Department of
Electronics, Govt. of India
delivered a talk on the "Use of
GIST (Graphics and
Intelligence-based Script
Technology) in Libraries" on
29 August 1995 at the India
International Centre. He gave
a historical outline of GIST and
explained how information
stored in various scripts could
be made available to users.

He said that GIST aimed
at removing the language
barriers by allowing all the living
languages of the world to co-
exist, along with the existing
computers and softwares. He added
that the main focus of GIST was the
elegant keyboard overlay which did full
justice to the nature of the sophisticated
scripts by sharing their common
characteristics. In these scripts basic
letters joined with each other to form
complex conjunctures, and other vowel
signs were attached above, below or
beside these characters. These basic
letters were arranged according to their

logical and phonetic categorization on
the keyboard overlay. It provided a single

Mr. Mohan Tambe delivering his talk on
GIST Technology

keyboard overlay (INSCRIPT) and code
(ISCII) for all the 10 Indian scripts which
had originated from the ancient Brahmi
script.

To remove the barriers between
scripts, Mr. Tambe said that GIST
provided instant transliteration between
related scripts including Roman scripts

with additional diacritic marks which
could always be seen. Transliteration

was invaluable, especially to
those people who were familiar
with a language but not with its
script. Thus it was possible to
appreciate a Sanskrit text in
Roman script or Urdu poem in
Devanagari script. He said that
GIST catered to various families
of scripts including Indian
scripts, Perso-Arabic scripts,
European scripts, Sri Lankan
scripts, Tibetan/Bhutanese
scripts and Thai scripts. Each
family of scripts shared a
common keyboard and code.

He concluded thatthe GIST
mission was to nurture the living
languages in the modern media. He
added that we wanted our future
generations to be proud of their
languages and heritage.

This lecture was followed by a
demonstration by Ms. Sangeeta Kaul
who had developed a sample multi-
lingual books database on Basis plus
software at DELNET using GIST
technology. ._.
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